Smartphone applications to reduce alcohol consumption and help patients with alcohol use disorder: a state-of-the-art review

Abstract: Hazardous drinking and alcohol use disorder (AUD) are substantial contributors to USA and global morbidity and mortality. Patient self-management and continuing care are needed to combat these public health threats. However, services are rarely provided to patients outside of clinic settings or following brief intervention. Smartphone applications ("apps") may help narrow the divide between traditional health care and patient needs. The purpose of this review is to identify and summarize smartphone apps to reduce alcohol consumption or treat AUD that have been evaluated for feasibility, acceptability, and/or efficacy. We searched two research databases for peer-reviewed journal articles published in English that evaluated smartphone apps to decrease alcohol consumption or treat AUD. We identified six apps. Two of these apps (A-CHESS and LBMI-A) promoted self-reported reductions in alcohol use, two (Promillekoll and PartyPlanner) failed to promote self-reported reductions in alcohol use, and two (HealthCall-S and Chimpshop) require further evaluation and testing before any conclusions regarding efficacy can be made. In summary, few evaluations of smartphone apps to reduce alcohol consumption or treat AUD have been reported in the scientific literature. Although advances in smartphone technology hold promise for disseminating interventions among hazardous drinkers and individuals with AUD, more systematic evaluations are necessary to ensure that smartphone apps are clinically useful.
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Introduction
Alcohol use is a leading cause of preventable morbidity and mortality in the USA and around the world. In 2012, 3.3 million deaths were attributable to alcohol consumption, ~6% of deaths worldwide.¹ Many alcohol-related deaths result from the overconsumption of alcohol due to hazardous drinking and alcohol-related mental health disorders, including alcohol use disorder (AUD), a problematic pattern of alcohol consumption leading to clinically meaningful impairment or distress.² AUD is a common mental health disorder with recent estimates indicating a lifetime prevalence rate of 29.1% in the USA.³ Like other substance use and addictive disorders, AUD has been characterized as a chronic, relapsing disease. Thus, continuing care is critical to effective treatment. However, few services are provided to patients outside clinics or after acute intervention.⁴ Alcohol misuse is also problematic for individuals who engage in hazardous drinking (eg, binge drinking) but do not meet diagnostic criteria for alcohol-related disorders. For these individuals, brief intervention can promote reductions in alcohol consumption.⁵ Typically, however, such intervention only benefits those who access the health care system. For hazardous drinkers and individuals with...
AUD, mobile health (mHealth) technology may help bridge the gap between traditional care and clinical need.

Approximately half of the world’s population, 3.6 billion people, were identified as mobile phone subscribers in 2014. In the USA, >90% of adults own mobile phones, with similar or greater rates of ownership among those from lower income households, individuals with no college education, those living in rural communities, and members of racial and ethnic minorities. In recent years, behavioral health researchers have developed and tested a variety of mobile-phone-based mHealth interventions to treat various health conditions, including AUD. Many of these interventions rely on one of the most basic functions of mobile phones: text messaging. For example, Agyapong et al developed a text-message-based intervention to improve mood and alcohol abstinence among patients with depression and comorbid AUD. Compared to participants in a control group, participants who received twice-daily supportive text messages for 3 months demonstrated significantly better mood and a non-significant trend toward greater rates of alcohol abstinence; however, these effects were no longer evident at a 6-month follow-up. Overall, text-message-based interventions have shown mixed results.

More innovative and engaging mHealth interventions may be more efficacious. For example, Alessi and Petry developed and tested an incentive-based mHealth intervention to promote abstinence from alcohol in adults who drank frequently but were not seeking alcohol treatment services. Participants received a mobile phone and a breathalyzer and were instructed to submit video recordings of alcohol breath tests in response to researcher prompts that were sent daily over the course of a 4-week intervention. Participants were randomly assigned to one of two groups: 1) a control group (n=15), in which participants received modest compensation for each video submitted, and 2) an abstinence-contingent group (n=14), in which participants received additional compensation contingent upon videos of breath samples indicative of abstinence. Participants assigned to the abstinence-contingent group demonstrated significantly longer durations of abstinence (M=16.8 days) than participants assigned to the control group (M=5.9 days, P<0.001). Although the study sample was small, the results were robust.

mHealth interventions that rely on some of the more basic functions of mobile phones such as text-messaging and video recording are advantageous because they allow real-time monitoring in the natural environment. Interventions that harness the more sophisticated technological capabilities of smartphones (ie, advanced operating system, interactive touchpad screen, Internet connectivity, motion sensors, global positioning system [GPS], etc) may have additional advantages by providing intervention precisely when patients are at the highest risk of lapse. Thus, an increasing number of behavioral health researchers are working to develop smartphone-based mHealth software applications (“apps”).

An estimated 64% of US adults own smartphones, and among ethnic and racial minorities, smartphone ownership is even higher (eg, 70% among Black, non-Hispanic and 71% among Hispanic). In addition, 50% of individuals who earn <$30,000 per year currently own smartphones, and this percentage is increasing as more individuals with lower income are relying solely on smartphones for Internet access. Thus, if current market trends continue, smartphone-based mHealth technology will soon be applicable to nearly all patients, regardless of background. Moreover, this technology will bring treatment to individuals who are not accessing the health care system due to a variety of barriers, including a desire to avoid social stigma associated with AUD treatment.

A recent review of commercially available apps identified 662 alcohol-related apps at the iTunes (iPhone) and Google Play (Android) stores. Although the majority of these apps were designed for entertainment purposes and actually promoted alcohol use, 91 of them were classified as alcohol reduction apps. Notably, however, even those apps that were designed to reduce alcohol consumption had little or no evidence base. Thus, much more research is needed on the design, development, and evaluation of evidence-based smartphone apps to treat AUD and reduce alcohol consumption. The purpose of the current review is to identify and discuss AUD and alcohol reduction smartphone apps that have been evaluated in the peer-reviewed scientific literature.

Search methods and results
We conducted searches of the titles and abstracts of publications indexed in two research databases (PubMed and Scopus) on July 1, 2015, using the following three combinations of search terms: “smartphone” and “alcohol”, “mHealth” and “alcohol”, and “eHealth” and “alcohol”. After eliminating duplicates, 87 results were obtained. Studies selected for inclusion were peer-reviewed journal articles published in English that evaluated smartphone apps to decrease alcohol consumption or treat AUD. Reference sections of review papers and studies that met inclusion criteria were also searched. Published protocols of proposed clinical trials and technical reports of smartphone app development were excluded. Studies that examined only computer-based or tablet-based interventions were also excluded.
Although many systematic reviews of behavioral health interventions include only interventions that were evaluated using randomized controlled clinical trials, the inclusion criteria for the current review were less stringent given that the topic of this review is still a relatively new field of study. Thus, we included any smartphone apps that were evaluated for feasibility, acceptability, and/or efficacy, through either preliminary testing (eg, pilot studies) or more rigorous empirical investigation (eg, randomized controlled trials). We identified six such smartphone apps. The apps and the relevant literature are listed in Table 1, and each app is summarized in the following narrative review.

**Alcohol – Comprehensive Health Enhancement Support System**

Alcohol – Comprehensive Health Enhancement Support System (A-CHESS) had the strongest evidence base of any of the smartphone apps for AUD that were identified in our search. A-CHESS is a relapse prevention app for individuals in recovery for alcohol dependence who have been recently discharged from residential care. The app is based on CHESS, a computerized system developed at the University of Wisconsin-Madison that has been used in the management of various diseases, including cancer, asthma, and HIV.

A-CHESS is informed by self-determination theory, which suggests that motivation and well-being are enhanced when three psychological needs are met: competence, autonomy, and relatedness. It is also informed by a cognitive-behavioral approach to relapse prevention that focuses on identifying and preventing high-risk relapse situations. A-CHESS provides a variety of features and services that are consistent with this theoretical framework. For example, the app uses GPS-enabled location tracking to alert users when they approach high-risk locations (eg, a bar that the patient once frequented). The app also offers information services via electronic libraries, the web, and an “ask-an-expert” feature. It provides social support via anonymous discussion forums, a text-messaging feature for preapproved friends and family, and a panic button that, if pressed, will contact the user’s preapproved friends or family when he or she is in greatest need of support. It also provides text and audio reminders of milestones and reasons for quitting. In addition, it utilizes regular surveys to assess alcohol use, craving, and withdrawal symptoms, and it provides users with various relaxation tools.

In a recent randomized controlled trial, 349 patients completing residential care who met Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders-IV diagnostic criteria for alcohol dependence were assigned to an 8-month treatment-as-usual control condition or a treatment-as-usual plus A-CHESS condition. Nearly 94% of participants who received A-CHESS accessed the app during the first week of the intervention. By the end of month 4, ~80% of A-CHESS participants were still using...

---

**Table 1 Smartphone apps to reduce alcohol consumption or treat AUD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Overview</th>
<th>References</th>
<th>Evidence of efficacy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A-CHESS</td>
<td>Supports AUD recovery with high-risk location tracking, educational resources, social support, a panic button, regular assessments, and relaxation tools</td>
<td>15–19, 26</td>
<td>In a randomized controlled trial, participants who received A-CHESS plus treatment as usual reported significantly fewer risk drinking days than participants who received only treatment as usual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBMI-A</td>
<td>Supports AUD recovery through a series of psychoeducational modules and other features, including high-risk location tracking, social support, regular assessments, and motivational tools</td>
<td>27–31</td>
<td>In a pilot study, participants who received LBMI-A reported significant decreases in self-reported heavy drinking days and drinks per week and a significant increase in the percentage of days abstinent relative to baseline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promillekoll</td>
<td>Swedish-language app that estimates BAC based on user input regarding quantity and quality of alcoholic beverages</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>In a randomized controlled trial, participants who received Promillekoll reported no significant decreases in alcohol consumption relative to a no-intervention control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PartyPlanner</td>
<td>Swedish-language app that estimates BAC based on user input regarding quantity and quality of alcoholic beverages and allows users to simulate drinking occasions before they occur to predict and compare BAC estimates</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>In a randomized controlled trial, participants who received PartyPlanner reported no significant decreases in alcohol consumption relative to a no-intervention control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HealthCall-S</td>
<td>Facilitates motivational interviewing via assessment and feedback of alcohol consumption patterns</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>Limitations of preliminary investigations preclude any definitive statements regarding app efficacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chimpshop</td>
<td>Trains users to overcome alcohol attentional bias</td>
<td>40, 41</td>
<td>Limitations of preliminary investigations preclude any definitive statements regarding app efficacy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** A-CHESS, Alcohol – Comprehensive Health Enhancement Support System; apps, applications; AUD, alcohol use disorder; BAC, blood alcohol concentration; LBMI-A, Location-Based Monitoring and Intervention system for Alcohol use disorders.
the app. The number of risky drinking days in the past 30 days (more than four standard drinks for men or more than three standard drinks for women in a 2-hour period) was assessed via self-report during treatment at month 4, at the end of treatment at month 8, and at a 4-month post-treatment follow-up. Patients who received A-CHESS reported significantly fewer risky drinking days during this 12-month period (M=1.39 vs 2.75, P=0.003, 95% confidence interval 0.46, 2.27).

Secondary analyses of A-CHESS data have been conducted to identify predictors of lapse so that future versions of the app can be developed to prevent relapse. In a recent study, weekly survey data from 152 participants were analyzed, and a model was developed to estimate the probability that a patient would lapse within 1 week of data collection. The model showed good sensitivity and specificity, and an alert feature was subsequently integrated into A-CHESS that sends a text message to patients and their counselors warning them of their risk of lapse and offering users advice on how to avoid a lapse (eg, attend a local Alcoholics Anonymous meeting) if their responses on surveys indicate the potential for a lapse.

Another version of A-CHESS, called ACHESS (Addiction Comprehensive Health Enhancement Support System), was combined with additional self-help resources and frequent ecological momentary assessment (six times per day). This 6-week intervention was evaluated in 29 adolescent alcohol and substance abusers discharged from residential care. Although the study did not examine treatment efficacy, it demonstrated the feasibility of using ACHESS for recovery support among adolescents, and it showed that participants were actively engaged with the intervention features of the app throughout the study. In fact, all participants accessed the intervention components at some point during the study, on average, accessing these features on 78% of study days. Notably, however, participants received compensation for completing ecological momentary assessments in the app, which may have influenced how frequently they engaged with the other features of ACHESS. Nevertheless, A-CHESS and ACHESS are promising apps for adults and teenagers in recovery for alcohol and substance use disorders.

Location-Based Monitoring and Intervention system for Alcohol use disorders

Location-Based Monitoring and Intervention system for Alcohol use disorders (LBMI-A) is another smartphone app that provides AUD patients with recovery support. App development was informed by several theoretical perspectives, including relapse prevention, community reinforcement, and motivational enhancement. LBMI-A consists of a series of psychoeducational modules: 1) motivational enhancement through assessment and feedback, 2) identification of high-risk drinking locations and strategies to avoid them, 3) selection of a social support network, 4) managing cravings, 5) problem-solving skills, 6) pleasurable alternatives to drinking, and 7) assertive communication and drink refusal skills. After reading or listening to each module, a related feature of the app becomes available to the user. For example, after completing the high-risk drinking location module, GPS-enabled tracking provides users with audible alerts when they approach high-risk locations. Other features include interactive coping tools, assessments, and motivational tools.

In a recent pilot study, 60 participants recruited from the general community who met the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders-5 diagnostic criteria for AUD were assigned to one of two intervention groups: 1) LBMI-A or 2) the Drinker’s Check-up, an Internet-based motivational intervention to reduce alcohol use. Both interventions produced significant decreases in self-reported percent heavy drinking days and drinks per week from baseline to a 6-week follow-up, and LBMI-A also produced a significant increase in self-reported percent days abstinent. Although app usage declined over the course of the intervention, 71% of LBMI-A participants accessed all seven modules in the app. Thus, initial evidence suggests that LBMI-A is a feasible and efficacious app for promoting abstinence from alcohol. Notably, a commercial version of LBMI-A, called Step Away, was recently developed and is now available at the iTunes store. However, the efficacy of this version of the app has not yet been evaluated in the peer-reviewed literature.

Promillekoll and PartyPlanner

A study conducted in Sweden evaluated two Swedish-language smartphone apps designed to estimate blood alcohol concentration (BAC): Promillekoll (tr. “Check your BAC”) and PartyPlanner. Promillekoll is a publicly available app that was developed by the Swedish government based on the assumption that real-time feedback about estimated BAC can influence alcohol consumption. Users enter information about a beverage, and the app notifies them if consumption will result in a BAC >0.06%. The app also contains various strategies to help users maintain their consumption at a rate that would prevent their BAC from reaching harmful levels.

PartyPlanner was developed by Gajecki et al and, like Promillekoll, it provides real-time estimates of BAC based on user input. In addition, the app allows users to simulate...
a planned drinking occasion (eg, a party) prior to the actual event. Users can then compare estimated BAC levels predicted by the simulation to levels from real-time alcohol consumption during the event. Thus, the app was designed to increase awareness and control of drinking behavior by allowing users to compare predicted alcohol consumption to actual consumption.

The effects of Promillekoll and PartyPlanner were compared to a no-intervention control condition in a three-arm study with 1,932 university students identified as hazardous drinkers (ie, Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test scores ≥8 for men and ≥6 for women). Past 7-day self-reported quantity and frequency of alcohol consumption and number of binge-drinking episodes were assessed at baseline and a 7-week follow-up. Neither app produced significant decreases in any self-reported measure of alcohol consumption. Moreover, only 41% of PartyPlanner participants used the app, and only 74% of Promillekoll participants used it.

Notably, the researchers who conducted this study emailed participants hyperlinks to the apps. Thus, researchers did not demonstrate how to use the app or install it on participants’ phones. In fact, research staff never met directly with participants – all communication was conducted remotely. This procedure may have increased the social validity of the study because smartphone apps are typically downloaded and used by consumers without face-to-face instruction or supervision from experts. However, the lack of instruction and initial supervision at the beginning of the study limited some participants’ exposure to the apps and may have contributed to the low levels of app engagement observed during the study.

HealthCall-S
HealthCall is an mHealth intervention designed to enhance motivational interviewing (MI) and extend treatment for HIV patients with comorbid AUD. The first version of HealthCall relied on an automated interactive voice response (IVR) system that could be used with any type of telephone. Following an MI session, daily IVR calls were used to collect data on alcohol consumption over a 60-day period. Patients met with their MI counselors at 30 and 60 days and were presented with personalized feedback graphs of their drinking behavior to facilitate counseling. In a three-group randomized controlled trial, participants who received the HealthCall-IVR intervention (n=88) reported fewer drinks per drinking day (M=3.58) than participants assigned to an MI-only condition (n=82; M=3.94) or an advice/education control condition (n=88; M=4.75, P=0.01).

HealthCall was subsequently adapted for delivery via a smartphone app called HealthCall-S. In HealthCall-S, responses to daily questionnaires are entered via a smartphone touchpad screen. The app also allows patients to view a graph showing the number of daily drinks over the previous 7 days, and it provides an option for patients to contact their counselors when at-risk drinking is reported. A pilot study of HealthCall-S was recently conducted in 41 alcohol-dependent HIV-infected patients, and outcomes from these participants were compared to outcomes from 43 alcohol-dependent patients assigned to the HealthCall-IVR group in the randomized controlled trial discussed earlier. The number of drinks per drinking day was similar across groups, and the HealthCall-S app was used by patients on more days during the intervention (median =85%) than HealthCall-IVR was used (median =64%, P<0.001). However, treatment efficacy remains unclear until a more rigorous empirical study can be conducted.

Chimpshop
Chimpshop is a gamified version of the Alcohol Attention-Control Training Program, a computerized intervention designed to reduce alcohol consumption by training users to overcome alcohol attentional bias. In Chimpshop, players can earn points by selecting healthy products and avoiding alcohol-related products in a virtual supermarket setting. The intervention is believed to reduce alcohol users’ attentional bias toward alcohol-related stimuli. Although systematic evaluation of the app is incomplete, preliminary findings from a pilot study suggest that playing Chimpshop for 30 minutes per week is associated with a reduction in self-reported alcohol consumption. A more rigorous efficacy study is currently underway, and Chimpshop is commercially available at Google Play and iTunes stores.

Discussion
Our literature search identified only six smartphone apps designed to treat AUD or reduce alcohol consumption that have been evaluated in the peer-reviewed scientific literature: A-CHESS, LBMI-A, Promillekoll, PartyPlanner, HealthCall-S, and Chimpshop. A-CHESS and LBMI-A primarily use cognitive-behavioral relapse prevention techniques to extend treatment and facilitate recovery among individuals with AUD. Initial evidence suggests that these apps may be efficacious in reducing alcohol consumption. However, more research on both apps is needed to replicate and extend these findings, and future studies should include objective measures of alcohol consumption. Promillekoll and PartyPlanner can be used to estimate BAC from user input regarding
the quantity and quality of alcoholic beverages. In the study that evaluated these two interventions, the apps were not shown to reduce alcohol consumption. Notably, researchers emailed hyperlinks to the apps to participants, and participants did not regularly use the apps. Although research suggests that computerized alcohol interventions are more efficacious than assessment-only controls, alcohol interventions that involve some form of face-to-face contact are more efficacious than those that are delivered only electronically. Thus, future studies should involve more direct interaction with and supervision from research or clinic staff. Finally, two other apps, HealthCall-S and Chimpshop, are in earlier stages of evaluation. HealthCall-S relies primarily on self-monitoring to promote reductions in alcohol use, and Chimpshop is a game designed to reduce alcohol consumption by training users to overcome alcohol attentional bias. Initial investigations of these apps are promising, but much more rigorous empirical investigation is needed for both apps.

Although smartphone-based mHealth apps have the potential to promote reductions in alcohol consumption and extend care for individuals diagnosed with AUD, the funding, expertise, and other resources that are required to develop a smartphone app may be cost prohibitive for some researchers and practitioners. However, industry is producing alcohol reduction smartphone apps at a remarkable pace. Thus, it is important for AUD researchers to evaluate this existing technology. Crane et al conducted a content analysis of 61 commercially available alcohol reduction apps and found that 88% of the apps contained some, albeit, a limited number of, theoretically or empirically derived behavior change techniques. The most common behavior change techniques used by the apps were 1) facilitating self-recording (in 54% of apps), 2) informing the user about the consequences of alcohol consumption and abstinence (in 43% of apps), and 3) providing feedback on performance (in 41% of apps). More research is needed to systematically evaluate commercially available alcohol reduction apps that use these and other behavior change techniques.

Whether alcohol-related smartphone apps are the product of research or industry, their systematic evaluation and potential efficacy could be enhanced by measuring physiological indices of alcohol craving and consumption. Thus, several researchers have worked to develop smartphone-compatible hardware and software to assess objective measures of consumption and physiological indices associated with craving. For example, Baskett et al recently published a technical report on a multi-sensor system designed to assess alcohol craving and mood dysregulation through accelerometry, skin temperature, electrodermal activity, heart rate, respiration, and electrocardiography. This technology is similar to “iHeal”, a system involving artificial intelligence, biophysical monitoring, and smartphone technology that is being developed to detect illicit drug craving. In addition, research and industry (eg, BACtrack® Mobile Pro) have developed alcohol breathalyzers that can communicate directly with smartphone apps. This technology could be particularly useful when combined with mHealth treatment approaches that require objective assessment of alcohol consumption, such as incentive-based treatment.

Conclusion
While the commercial production of alcohol-related apps is proliferating, the results of this review suggest that systematic evaluations of smartphone apps to promote reductions in alcohol consumption or treat AUD are scarce. Much more research is needed to determine whether mHealth apps can be used to treat AUD or promote abstinence from alcohol. Nevertheless, the advantages of this technology are clear. Smartphone apps have the potential to monitor alcohol use and craving in the natural environment and deliver tailored treatment to users when they need it most. In addition, the dissemination potential of mHealth apps continues to grow as the rate of smartphone ownership increases. Thus, this technology can be used not only by patients receiving clinical care for AUD but also by hazardous drinkers and undiagnosed individuals who are not accessing the health care system.
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